motions present a particularly difficult problem for segmentation because more than one velocity vector occurs at each local region in the image, and current machine vision systems fail in these circumstances.
The fact that motion transparency is prevalent in natural scenes, and yet artificial systems display an inability to analyze it, suggests that the primate visual system has developed specialized methods for perceiving transparent motion. Also, the currently prevalent model of physiological mechanisms for motion-direction selectivity employs inhibitory interactions between neurons; such interactions would silence neurons under transparent conditions and render the visual system blind to transparent motion. To examine how the primate visual system solves this transparency problem, we recorded the activity of direction-selective cells in the first (area Vl) and in a later (area MT) stage in the cortical motion-processing pathway in behaving monkeys. The visual stimuli consisted of random dot patterns forming single moving surfaces, transparent surfaces, and motion discontinuities. We found that area Vl cells responded to their preferred direction of movement even under transparent conditions, whereas area MT cells were suppressed under the transparent condition. These data suggest a simple solution to the transparency problem at the level of area Vl. More than one motion vector can be represented at a single retinal location by different subpopulations of neurons tuned to different directions of motion; these subpopulations may represent the early stage for segmenting different, transparent surfaces. The results also suggest that facilitatory mechanisms, which unlike inhibitory interactions are largely unaffected by transparent conditions, play an important role in direction selectivity in area Vl. The inhibitory interactions for different motion directions for area MT neurons may contribute to a mechanism for smoothing or averaging the velocity field, computations thought to be necessary for reducing noise and interpolating moving surfaces from sparse information.
Motion transparency exists whenever two different motions occur at the same local region in an image. It is quite common in natural images, being found under a variety of movement conditions. An obvious example of motion transparency is the view one receives while looking through the window of a moving vehicle in the rain with water streaking down the glass. A less obvious, but perhaps more common, instance of transparency occurs when a shadow moves across a textured background. If only a single motion vector is allowed at each local region in the image, then one would perceive either the shadow border dragging the texture along with it, or the shadow border being rendered stationary by the texture. Specular reflections represent another potential transparent condition during movement. For instance, when a person wearing glasses rotates his head, the specular reflections remain stationary, yet we do not perceive the head moving and the spectacles remaining still. Even motion discontinuities or "borders," which are generated by object motion or observer motion, are a type of motion transparency. In the local region of the motion border, there is the differential motion of the object and the surround.
Computer algorithms developed to analyze moving images have considerable difficulty with motion transparency (Fennema and Thompson, 1979; Horn and Schunk, 198 1; Heeger, 1987; Yuille and Grzywacz, 1988; Btilthoff et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1989) . Each involves calculating the local motion components and integrating them, to smooth or average the local velocity field. This computation is typically performed to improve signal-to-noise ratios, to interpolate motion across areas of the image where there is sparse data, and to solve the aperture problem. An unfortunate result of this computation is that every point in the image can only have a single motion vector assigned to it, and as a result, these algorithms are blind to motion transparency. For instance, under transparent conditions in which there is motion of the same speed but in opposite directions, these models would report no motion at all. The fact that artificial systems have such difficulty analyzing transparency, and that its occurrence is so frequent in natural scenes, suggests that the human visual system has developed specialized methods for perceiving it.
Motion transparency also presents difficulties for current models of motion analysis by the primate visual system. The prevalent model for motion-direction selectivity employs inhibitory interactions between groups of neurons (Barlow and Lcvick, 1965) . Such inhibitory interactions would suppress motion-selective cells in transparent situations and render the visual system blind to it, much like the computer systems mentioned above. On the other hand, facilitatory mechanisms for direction selectivity, originally discussed by Barlow and Levick (1965) and observed in several studies (e.g., Ganz and Felder, 1984) , would be unaffected by transparent stimuli. At a higher stage than initial measurement of motion direction, the two influential models of motion perception of Reichardt (196 1) and Adelson and Bergen (1985) both involve subtracting the outputs of oppositely tuned direction detectors, which would give a zero output to opposite, transparent motions. The ability to sort out the different motion components in transparent moving stimuli extends to the oculomotor system. Kowler and her colleagues (Kowler et al., 1984) have demonstrated that subjects are able to pursue a moving textured field perfectly in the presence of a superimposed stationary field, and vice versa. Also, the ability to see transparent motion presumably extends to nonhuman primates. The rhesus monkey has been .shown to have motion-processing capacities similar to humans; in particular, both species can perform similarly in reacting to a three-dimensional rotating hollow cylinder merely through the two-dimensional projection of the cylinder (Siegel and Andersen, 1988) . As this involves "transparent motion," it is therefore most likely that these monkeys can also see transparent motion and thus are a suitable animal with which to explore the mechanisms that lead to this percept.
In the primate brain, motion information appears to be processed in a hierarchical manner. Neurons early in the visual system respond well to moving objects but do not show a differential response to movements in different directions. The first location to do so is the striate cortex, area V 1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968) . In this area, around one-third of the cells have a directional response, and these cells seem to be concentrated in the upper sublayers of layer 4 (4B, 4Co(, 4A) and in layer 6 (Hawken et al., 1988) . A strong projection leads from both layer 4B (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Shipp and Zeki, 1985) and layer 6 (Fries et al., 1985) to area MT (or V5), whose neurons are almost exclusively directional (Zeki, 1974; Albright, 1984; Mikami et al., 1986a) . Damage to this extrastriate area compromises performance on visual motion tasks, but spares other visual functions, such as contrast sensitivity to stationary gratings (Siegel and Andersen, 1986; Newsome and Par&, 1988) . Such a hierarchy of projections suggests that each area may play a different role in motion perception (e.g., Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Movshon et al., 1985; Saito et al., 1986; Tanaka et al., 1986; Siegel and Andersen, 1990; Andersen et al., 1990a) , with area MT elaborating the information provided by V 1. To gain insights into how a biological system processes complex visual environments that contain transparent motions, we have recorded the response of neurons from both areas V 1 and MT in the alert monkey to unidirectional motions, transparent motions, and motion boundaries.
We found the cells in area Vl to respond well to their preferred direction of motion even in the transparent condition, whereas area MT neurons were substantially inhibited under the same transparent conditions. These results suggest that the primate visual system solves the transparency problem by allowing, in area V 1, more than one motion vector to be represented at each local region in the image. As a result, subpopulations of Vl neurons are tuned to different directions of motion at the same retinal location, perhaps representing the early stage for segmenting different, transparent surfaces. In area MT, the inhibitory interaction of opposed motions may contribute to the smoothing or averaging of the velocity field that is a feature of both the artificial motion analysis systems and models of the primate visual system mentioned above, and is used to reduce noise and interpolate surfaces from moving features. The differential processing of direction information by areas Vl and MT provide further evidence for a hierarchical system of motion analysis.
Preliminary
versions of the results presented here have appeared elsewhere (Erickson et al., 1989; .
Materials and Methods
Preparation of animals. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used. The animals were trained to fixate in a dimming-detection reaction-time task with the head immobilized. Each trial was initiated with the illumination of a light-emitting diode (LED), which the animal was required to fixate after pulling back upon a lever within 800 msec. After a randomized period of between 3 and 4 set, the LED dimmed, and if the animal released the lever within 150-600 msec after the dimming, he received a drop of apple juice reward; the next trial took place after an interval of approximately 5 sec. The animal's eye positions were monitored during the fixation period by the magnetic search coil technique (Robinson, 1963; Judge et al., 1980) , and if the animal's eye moved at a speed above 15 degrees/set, the trial was terminated without reward. Eye position was monitored every 35 msec, and the standard deviation of eye position on the successful trials was less than 9 min arc for each of the animals (mean, 6.1 min arc). Details of the training and surgical procedures have been published previously (Andersen and Mountcastle, 1983; Golomb et al., 1985; Andersen et al., 1990b,c) .
Stimuli. The animal sat in a primate chair placed 57 cm from a monitor. The experimental room was dimly lit (0.01 lux), and screen luminance was also 0.01 lux. The screen was surrounded with black cardboard, which could be used for projecting hand-held stimuli. The stimuli used for quantitative analysis were all random dot patterns undergoing apparent motion (Fig. 1) . For informal testing and receptive field mapping, computer-generated and hand-held bars were also used. Random dot patterns were produced by plotting points at random locations within a circle. To produce movement, the coordinates of each point in the next frame were suitably changed. Any point that now fell outside the circle was wrapped to the opposite side. Thus, the effect was of a sheet of random dots moving behind a stationary window. The size of the area, number of dots, speed, and direction of movement were all under experimental control. In addition, each dot was displayed only for a limited lifetime (500 msec) and was randomly repositioned within the pattern upon their disappearance. The dots were given a random starting lifetime so that points died in an asynchronous manner (Morgan and Ward, 1980) . In addition, it was possible to make patterns in which the dots were stationary but had limited lifetimes. In the experiments using a "stationary noise" pattern, the stimulus consisted of dots that did not die over the course of the stimulus presentation, while the "dynamic noise" was produced by stationary dots of 48 msec lifetime.
These "movies" were produced in advance of the experiments and stored in the memory of the computer. The stimuli were generated and displayed using two different systems at different times. During our early recordings (which constitute around 44% of the Vl cells and 65% of the MT cells), the stimuli were generated by software running on a PDP 1 l/73 computer and displayed on a large Hewlett-Packard oscilloscope (P31 phosphor) with a nominal frame rate of 35 Hz (i.e., each frame was displayed for 28 msec before the next frame was shown). Each stimulus was displayed from stimulus onset to the time of the lever release. The dots were 1700 lux, with a diameter of approximately 1 mm. During later experiments, stimuli were generated via a Number Nine graphics board housed in an AST 386 computer and displayed on a raster display (NEC multisync XL) running at 60 Hz (each frame therefore lasted 16.6 set). Here, the stimulus was divided into three periods: 1 set stimulus, 1 set blank, 1 set stimulus; hence, two stimuli could be presented on each trial, which greatly enhanced the speed of data collection. The dots were similar in luminance and size to the previous setup. No obvious differences have been observed between these different setups.
The stimuli were tailored to some extent to match the properties of the cells being recorded. During the early recordings, we used a smaller field size for area Vl (radius, 1.5 degree; 64 dots per surface = 9.2 dots/ degree2) than MT (radius, 3.0 degree; 64 dots per surface = 2.3 dots/ degree2) in an attempt to compensate for the smaller receptive fields in V 1. However, as we kept the number of dots in the stimulus constant, this in itself means that the dot density is different for these two patterns. In control experiments (see Results), we concluded that dot density (or number of dots in the receptive field) has little effect per se, and so in the later parts of the experiments, we used identical stimuli for both Vl and MT (radius, 1.5 degree; 64 dots per surface = 9.2 dots/degree*).
Recording procedure. Recordings were made with glass-coated plat- Figure 1 . A representation of the stimuli used in this study. Dots were randomly placed within a window and shifted every frame by a set amount. Those falling outside the original window were wrapped to the opposite side of the display. For the single-surface stimuli (4 and B), all dots were displaced by the same amount and in the same direction. The two-surface stimuli (e.g., C) had two sets of dots that could undergo separate manipulations. In the stimulus portrayed in C, the dots moved at the same speed but in opposite directions, and thus this stimulus is equivalent to the superimposition of the stimuli portrayed in A and B.
In other experiments, the dots could be made to move at any arbitrary angle to one another, to have different densities in each surface, to be stationary or randomly repositioned every other frame, or to be positioned into discrete sections of the pattern.
inum-iridium electrodes advanced through the intact dura. The recording chamber was placed over area V 1 such that area MT was accessible with deep penetrations through V 1. After each neuron was isolated, an attempt was made to drive the cell by presenting bars and/or dots over various parts of the screen and monitoring activity through an audio feedback, while the animal performed the fixation task. Once the receptive field had been determined, the stimulus was placed in its center. Then, series of blocks of trials were presented until all experiments had been completed or until the cell was lost. A block of trials typically consisted of a set of stimuli whose ability to drive the cell we wished to compare. For example, the first test usually run consisted of a series of five movies that contained eight directions of motion, a stationary pattern, and a blank interval for assessing the spontaneous rate. These five movies were presented in a pseudorandom interleaved order until the monkey had completed 6-10 trials for each movie successfully. The results were then quickly inspected to determine the preferred direction of motion, and the next block of trials was chosen in accord with these results. The tests performed varied depending upon the nature of the cell and the current experimental needs. Typically, up to 10 blocks of trials could be run on a single cell (approximately 600 trials), and this could take around 2 hr to complete. Many cells were lost before all tests could be completed, therefore, the tests were mn in a hierarchical fashion depending upon our needs. IdentiJication of cells and areas. Cells were initially assigned to a visual area based upon their functional properties, receptive field position and size, position relative to other cells, and the depth along a penetration. Over a series of penetrations, the receptive field positions and sizes of the first cells encountered were recorded, and the position of Vl was calculated from the maps published by Dow et al. (1985) . Our population of V 1 cells was recorded at eccentricities of 0.5-3" near the vertical meridian. Area MT was identified using physiological criteria including direction selectivity of nearly all cells, receptive field size, and topographic organization (i.e., Gattass and Gross, 198 1; Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Newsome and Pare, 1988) . Our population of MT cells was recorded at eccentricities of l-10".
During the last few penetrations in one monkey, we laid down marking lesions at some recording sites by passing DC current through the tip of the electrode. The animal was later killed by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with heparinized saline followed by formalin. Four guide wires were also inserted using the coordinate system of the microdrive shortly after the animal was killed. These were then used as markers for reconstructing where the older electrode penetrations had occurred. The animal's brain was sectioned in the horizontal plane every 40 pm; every sixth section was stained with thionin for cytoarchitecture, and its neighboring section was stained for myelin by the method of Gallyas (1979) . MT and V 1 were identified on anatomical grounds, the sites of lesions were identified, and late electrode tracks were reconstructed (Fig. 2) . This enabled us to verify the position of MT with respect to our recording sites. The second animal is alive and is currently engaged in other experiments.
Data recording and analysis. Cell discharges were digitized, and their times were recorded by the computer for off-line analysis. The times of all other trial events (e.g., stimulus onset, key down, reaction time, etc.) were also stored by the computer. Poststimulus time histograms were then constructed by collating the data from the same trial types into 50-msec bins and averaging over the number of trials. Examples of such histograms along with the raw spike trains from each trial are shown in Figure 3 along with a representation of the stimulus. For quantitative analysis, a 0.8-set interval was chosen (commencing shortly after the response latency), and the mean firing rate and standard deviation within this time period were calculated.
Our total sample of V 1 (N = 167) and MT (N = 87) cells was screened for reliability of response. To be included in our analysis, we had to be able to drive the cell (cells that we could only inhibit were excluded), and we had to be able to get reliable differences between two conditions (e.g., direction of motion). To assess this reliability, we performed a t test between the two conditions, A and B, via the formula
(1) where SD stands for the standard deviation, and N,, and N,, the number of trials, respectively. Usually, we did not perform this test between every two conditions; rather, we chose the response in preferred, antipreferred, and spontaneous rate conditions and did the comparisons between these. Any cell that had a score >5.0 on any test was judged to be significantly affected by our stimuli and was included in the rest of the analysis (Vl, N = 130; MT, N = 72).
Results

Response to transparent motion Individual cells
Initially, the direction and speed tuning of each cell was tested by hand-held stimuli and by quantitative tests involving interleaved trials in which motions in four or eight different directions were presented. The preferred direction of motion was the direction that elicited the greatest mean firing rate, and the antipreferred direction was 180" from the preferred direction. The responses to single surfaces moving in the preferred direction, antipreferred direction, and a combination of these two stimuli superimposed were then assessed in another block of interleaved trials. The latter stimulus appeared as two transparent sheets of dots drifting through one another, and we therefore termed it the two-surface stimulus. The responses of two representative neurons to these stimuli are shown in Figure 3 . The upper part of each section of the figure shows the spike trains elicited on each trial, while the lower part is the poststimulus time histogram averaged over these trials. The left column of this figure depicts the response to the antipreferred direction alone; the middle column, the response to the preferred direction alone; and the right column, the response to the two-surface stimulus. The time of the stimulus presentation is indicated by the bar below each histogram. Inspection of these individual examples shows that these cells have quite different responses to different directions of motions. In order to quantify this difference, we calculated an index of directionality (Id> between opposite directions of motion:
where P is the response to the preferred stimulus and A is the response to the antipreferred stimulus, both after the spontaneous rate (measured by interleaved trials in which the animal simply fixated the LED and no stimulus was presented) was subtracted. An Id of 0.0 indicates no differences between the two directions, while one of 1.0 indicates no response in the antipreferred direction. Values greater than 1 .O indicate that the antipreferred stimulus reduced the level of activity in the neuron to below its spontaneous level. The Id values of the cells in Figure 3 are given in the caption. The response to the two-surface stimulus is presented in the right column of Figure 3 . It is notable that, in the case of the Vl neuron, illustrated in the top half of the figure, the response to the two-surface stimulus was similar to the response to the preferred surface alone. On the other hand, the response of the MT neuron, illustrated in the bottom half of the figure, was considerably less than for the preferred surface. To compare the two-surface and preferred-direction responses quantitatively, we calculated a "suppression index" (I,) in a manner similar to the one used for the direction index:
where LY is the response to the two-surface stimulus (again, after the spontaneous rate has been removed). Values less than 0.0 indicate the response was greater to the two-surface than to the preferred stimulus, 0.0 means they were equal, and values greater than 0.0 indicate that the preferred stimulus gave a greater response than the two-surface stimulus. The I, values of the cells shown in Figure 3 are given in the caption.
Population data
For each neuron on which we performed this experiment, an I, was calculated, and these are presented in terms of their frequency of occurrence for each of our two populations in Figure  4 . The cells from VI show a strong tendency to have a lower IS than those from MT. The median IS for Vl is 0.04 (indicating the response to the two-surface stimulus was similar to the response to the preferred stimulus), with cells falling on either side of 0.0 (indicating suppression in some cells and facilitation in others). The median I, for MT was 0.54, with some cells being inhibited below their spontaneous rate (IS > 1.0) by the two-surface stimulus. No cells from MT had an I, ~0.0, indicating that all cells were suppressed below the rate for the preferred stimulus alone. The difference between the two populations' data was confirmed by an independent-samples t test (t = 5.7; p < 0.0001).
The proportion of directionally selective responses (Id > 0.7) I. . I, .I,, 11.1 . ,,. ,.. ,I *,,, ,.*,,. ,,..,,,.
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was 30% in area Vl and 92% in area MT. This is in agreement with previous estimates (Zeki, 1974; De Valois et al., 1982; Albright, 1984; Mikami et al., 1986a; Hawken et al., 1988) . As MT shows both higher Ids and higher Z,s than Vl, it is possible that these indexes may stem from a common cause, that of increased inhibition in the antipreferred direction. Thus, we plotted the Id against the Z, in Figure 5 for each neuron from which this information was obtained. The upper section plots the data from area Vl, and the lower section, data from area MT. It can be seen that, in the area of overlap of direction indexes in Vl and MT, which was greatest between about 0.6 and 1.2, V 1 still showed considerably lower suppression indexes than area MT. Thus, the difference in suppression indexes between areas Vl and MT cannot be explained solely on the basis of greater directional indices in MT. A comparison of indices correlation = 0.14; p > 0.2). For the MT cells, we did find a significant correlation (Spearman rank correlation = 0.45; p < 0.001). This indicates that, within area MT, the Z, was related to the Z, in a manner such that the greater the Id, the greater the I,. However, it is also noticeable that many cells that were not inhibited below their spontaneous rate by the antipreferred direction alone still had Z, >O.O, indicating that this stimulus has an excitatory response when presented alone, but an inhibitory effect when presented in conjunction with the preferred direction. This presumably reflects an inhibition by the antipreferred motion that is masked by an excitatory but unspecific response to high-contrast random dot patterns (also see our discussion of divisionlike inhibition below).
Possible role of dot density was also made within areas. For the Vl cells, we found no significant correlation between these indexes (Spearman rank We were concerned that our results might be influenced by the fact that our two-surface stimuli normally contained twice as many dots as the single-surface stimuli (as a result of superimposing two single-surface stimuli to form a two-surface stimulus). Ifwe assume that increasing the dot density would increase the response, then we might underestimate the suppression effect. We thus performed a control experiment on cells in both V 1 and MT in which we determined the suppression index for a two-surface stimulus made up from two surfaces of either 32 or 64 points. In both cases, the response of the cell to the preferred direction alone was determined with a single-surface stimulus containing 64 points. The data from Vl and MT is portrayed in separate plots in Figure 6 . As can be seen from this figure, lowering the density of the two-surface stimulus to equal the density of the single-surface stimulus had no systematic effect on the Z,. The most likely reason for this result is the rapid saturation of the cells' response with increasing dot density (see Fig. 12 ). For single-surface stimuli, the saturation usually occurs with just a few dots. In comparing data from MT and V 1, it should be noted that the receptive field sizes at any given eccentricity are very different, with area MT having larger receptive fields (Gattass and Gross, 198 1) . Because we used stimuli of the same dot density in area V 1 and MT, the number of dots in the receptive fields of the two areas was quite different. To make sure that this would not systematically affect our Z, measurements, we obtained responses from eight cells in MT and 12 cells in V 1 to dot densities ranging from 0.45 to 28.8 dots/degree2 in each surface-a 64-fold change in density. Again, no systematic change was found in either area, though it became noticeable that the data obtained from V 1 cells at the low densities became erratic, and that the correlation with the values obtained at a higher dot density was poorer. This result is perhaps not surprising, because at the lowest dot density for the Vl cells, there could exist intervals during which no dots were actually in the receptive field. These controls show that, as long as at least modest dot densities are used, this parameter does not have a substantial effect on the data. Thus, the addition of the antipreferred direction of movement to the preferred direction of movement causes a suppression of response in many cells. This suppression is apparent in all MT cells and is far stronger than that found in V 1.
Effects of stationary and dynamic noise
The above results show that movement in the antipreferred direction can suppress activity driven by the preferred direction. However, it is possible that the suppression might have nothing to do with movement per se, but is a more general effect. We tested this prediction on 13 MT cells by replacing the antipreferred direction with either a stationary pattern or a dynamic noise pattern (see Materials and Methods) in the twosurface stimulus. The response to each stimulus was scaled relative to the response to the preferred stimulus alone, and the mean and SE are shown in Figure 7 . Once again, the antipreferred direction caused a large suppression. Both the stationary pattern and dynamic noise also caused some suppression (of similar magnitude), but this was mild compared to the antipreferred movement. These differences were confirmed by nonparametric statistics (Mann-Whitney U test: antipreferred and stationary pattern, p < 0.005; antipreferred and dynamic noise, in condition was scaled to the response of the preferred stimulus alone (the preferred stimulus alone therefore has a score of 1.0). The mean index is plotted in the form of a histogram, and the error bars indicate one SE. A statistical analysis (Wilcoxon signed-rank) has shown significant differences between the preferred direction alone and all three other conditions and between the antipreferred condition and the stationary and dynamic noise conditions, but no significant differences between the stationary and dynamic noise conditions. p < 0.0 1; stationary and dynamic noise, p > 0.5). These results show that addition of a stationary pattern or dynamic noise do reduce the response compared to the preferred direction alone, but that this suppression is considerably smaller than that produced by the coherent, antipreferred movement.
Motion borders
The two-surface stimulus contains dots moving in opposite directions. These motion vectors are randomly positioned to produce the impression of two overlapping transparent surfaces. It is of interest to determine whether splitting the different motion vectors into discrete groups, so that the motion is no longer "transparent," but rather appears as a set of motion borders, would also produce the same suppressive effect described above.
An example of this test is shown in Figure 8 for an MT cell. The top two sections of this figure show the response to the antipreferred and preferred direction, respectively. Note that the dots were confined to three stripes within the circle, and that the stripes without dots for the leftward motion are the ones with stripes for rightward motion (the cell was also tested with the alternate arrangement of motion direction and gave very similar results). This cell was direction selective and showed no --Figure&'. An example ofthe responses of an MT cell to motion kept in discrete stripes. In the upper sections, only a single direction of motion is present in a stimulus, though the dots are contained within three discrete stripes. Data were also collected when the stripes that are ---blank in this diagram were the ones filled with dots, and this data was identical in form to that portrayed here. The lower sections show the response of the cell when two motions were within the re--ceptive field (all conditions were pseu-L dorandomly interleaved). Both when the ,.,,,I,,.. I 1 1 motion vectors were overlapping and when they were in discrete sections, we found a strong suppressive effect.
response to its antipreferred stimulus. The bottom right section the broken line at 45'3 indicating that there was less suppression of this figure shows the response to the superimposition of the than under the transparent conditions. We attempted to push two stimuli (now alternate stripes were filled with dots moving this test further in 12 cells by presenting only two stripes (i.e., in opposite directions). The cell gave little or no response to the upper half moving in one direction and the lower half in this stimulus, which was similar to its response to the transthe opposite direction and vice versa). We often found that these parent stimulus, shown at the lower left. Clearly, then, separating two stimuli gave very different results (i.e., when the preferred the dots into discrete stripes does not allow the cell to respond direction was, e.g., in the upper half, the cell responded strongly, as it does to the preferred direction alone. We performed a while when the preferred direction was in the lower half, the comparison between overlapping (transparent) and segregated cell gave a very poor response). We therefore averaged the re-(striped) displays by calculating an Z, (as above) for each of these sponse from the two conditions to compare with the transparent displays on 17 MT neurons. Figure 9A plots these indexes against motion stimuli. The data are presented in Figure 9B . The result one another. As can be seen in this figure, many of the points is similar to that obtained with six stripes: the cells are still fall close to a line with a slope of 1 .O, indicating little difference inhibited below the response to the preferred direction alone, between the results obtained for the separated and transparent but the suppression is not as strong as under the transparent stimuli. However, there is a trend for the response to be greater conditions. Britten and Newsome (1990) have recently reported to the separated stimulus (more points fall below than above results very similar to these. Figure 9 . The Z, calculated when the motions were superimposed (transparent) and when the motions were in discrete stripes (separated) are plotted against one another for MT cells. If the indexes are exactly the same, points should lie along the broken line at 45". Ifthe suppression effect were to disappear under the separated condition, the points should lie along the abscissa. A, Here, the dots were separated into six stripes (three moving in each direction). Clearly, the points lie much closer to the 45" line, indicating a strong suppression effect even under the discrete condition. There is, however, a small trend toward having a smaller Z, under the discrete condition. The arrows point to two cells that fell off the scale of this graph. B, Here, the dots are separated into two stripes (one moving in each direction). The results are similar to those ofA.
Direction tuning of suppressive effects
We were interested in the relative degree of suppression generated by directions of motion other than opposite to the preferred direction. Sixty-four dots were always drifted in the cell's preferred direction, and another 64 dots were drifted in one of eight directions, each separated by 45 deg. The results of a representative MT cell are shown in Figure 1 OA. As can be noted in this figure, directions other than those 180" from preferred also produced inhibitory effects in that the response to the twosurface stimulus is less than that to the preferred stimulus alone. Figure 10B demonstrates the direction-tuning curve of this neuron for single directions of movement. It is noticeable that the cell is strongly excited by movements 45" from the preferred direction, yet this same movement (45" from preferred) causes Figure 10 . A, The directional tuning of the suppression effect for an MT cell. The upper, dot-dash line indicates the response of the cell to the preferred direction alone, and the points indicate the response of the cell when each of eight directions was superimposed upon this preferred motion (the point for motion 180" from preferred is plotted twice). It can be seen that all motions other than the preferred itself reduced the response of the cell as compared to the preferred direction alone, indicating that the data so far presented are probably not unique to opposite directions of motion. For this cell, the largest effects were actually found for motions of orthogonal direction. B, As a comparison, the direction tuning of the same cell as in A is presented. The direction tuning was produced by simply drifting a single-surface pattern in each of eight directions (again, the 180" point is repeated). The slight differences in peak response are probably due to the fact that these two curves were gathered at separate times (not in a pseudointerleaved paradigm, as other results). It is clear that motions at 45" and 90" to the preferred direction produce an excitatory response. These are exactly the same motions that produce an inhibitory effect in A.
the response to the preferred direction to be reduced! It is therefore clear that the same stimulus can cause an increase or decrease in the cell's firing rate, depending upon the context in which it is presented.
All of the 11 neurons on which we performed this test gave roughly similar results, though the width of the suppression tuning varied from cell to cell. In order to show this variation, we normalized the response of each cell with respect to the firing rate in the preferred direction and calculated the mean and SE of the tuning; these results are shown in Figure 11 . The sup- The test for each neuron was that described in Figure 1 OA. The response in each condition was then scaled to the response to the preferred direction, and the mean and SE are portrayed in this figure. pressive effect develops quickly as direction of the suppressor is moved away from the preferred up to around 90", and then increases very slowly as direction of the suppressor is increased to 180". As can be seen from the SEs, there was considerable variation from cell to cell in the shape of the suppression tuning curve.
The nature of the inhibition
Preferredlantipreferred titration
Inhibitory influences can modify the response of a cell in two ways (Blomfield, 1974) . The first process can be thought of as a linear mechanism by which IPSPs and EPSPs simply add to produce the final total. This process produces a subtraction. The second process is a nonlinear mechanism that produces a ratio of the excitatory and inhibitory input. This process produces a division. However, these can be regarded as the limiting cases, and in reality, strong hyperpolarizations or thresholds can serve to introduce nonlinearities that can mimic a pure divisionlike process (for discussion, see Amthor and Grzywacz, 199 1) . In order to investigate whether the inhibitory effects described above are more like a subtraction or a division, we "titrated" the effects of the preferred and antipreferred directions of movement by systematically varying the dot density in each of these directions. Two representative neurons from area MT are portrayed in Figure 12 , A and B. The open circles represent the neuron's response to changes in the dot density of the preferred direction presented alone. As dot density is increased, the response of the neuron rises sharply, then begins to saturate and asymptotes at fairly low dot densities. When in addition a number of dots were drifted in the antipreferred direction, the shape of this function is altered. In each case, the rise in response with dot density is less steep, and the greater the density of dots in the antipreferred direction, the more gradual the rise in the function. As the function saturates rapidly for the preferred direction alone, there is a range of dot densities that cause no increase in response to the preferred direction alone, but cause " . , Number of dots i n preferred direction Figure 12 . The response of two MT cells (A and B) is plotted as a function of the number of dots in the preferred direction. Each curve corresponds to repeating this function, with a certain number of dots (given in legends) always drifting in the antipreferred direction. All trials for each cell were presented in a pseudorandom order. The SD of each point is plotted in A but omitted in Bin order to avoid cluttering. When no dots are drifted in the antipreferred direction, the curves rise sharply and asymptote with increasing dot density of the preferred direction. The addition of dots in the antipreferred direction causes this rise to be more gradual but does not necessarily reduce the maximum response of the cell (though this is now reached at a greater dot density). Increasing the dot density in the antipreferred direction increases these effects.
an increase in response when there are also some dots moving in the antipreferred direction. An ideal subtractive inhibition would cause the function to be shifted by a constant amount down the vertical axis, and the size of this shift would be a monotonic function of the density in the antipreferred direction (Fig. 13A) . Hence, the slope of this function should not be affected, which is clearly not the case (however, a subtractive inhibition followed by a nonlinearity could produce a change in slope; Amthor and Grzywacz, 199 1) . A divisionlike inhibition does indeed predict that the slope of the function should become more gradual as dot density in the antipreferred direction increases, and therefore the results point to a divisionlike operation being at the root of the inhibitory effect. A simple divisionlike operation would predict that all functions would saturate at the same dot density and, because shown with the thick line simulates the function produced by the preferred direction alone. It rises quickly with increasing dot density, then begins to saturate, and finally asymptotes. This approximates the action of real MT neurons (see Fig. 12 ) and is similar in form to data obtained from cat and monkey Vl neurons for response versus contrast (Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982) . This curve is also reproduced in B and C. The other curves represent the actions of a purely subtractive inhibition, with curves farther down the vertical axis representing greater inhibition. B, As in A, except that the curves now represent the action of a division-type operation occurring after the mechanism of saturation. C, As in A, except that the curves represent the action of a division-type operation occurring before the mechanism of saturation. Such a process can be considered as gain control.
of the more gradual rise, at a different response rate (see Fig.  13B ). We found, however, that the functions continued to rise after the dot density at which the preferred function alone saturated. These functions continued to rise with increasing dot density and saturated only when they reached the same response rate at which the function for the preferred direction alone saturated (which is at a much higher dot density). This implies that the mechanism of saturation occurs after the divisionlike operation to produce functions similar to those portrayed in Figure  12 . Such an operation can be conceptualized as a gain control upon the incoming excitatory information, which we reproduce by scaling of the effects of dot density in Figure 13C . These functions were produced by dividing the horizontal axis by a constant (it can be conceptualized as stretching the function along the horizontal axis). In all MT neurons from which we were able to obtain sufficient results to distinguish between the various functions described above, all corresponded to those portrayed in Figure 13C .
Direction tuning
A prediction of the divisionlike inhibition hypothesis is that the inhibition (when plotted on linear coordinates) increases with increasing response strength of the neuron. For an inhibition factor of 2, if a neuron would respond without inhibition at 10 spikes/set, then with inhibition it would respond at 5 spikes/ set; whereas a rate of 100 spikes/set would be cut to 50 spikes/ sec. One simple way to vary the response of MT neurons is to shift the direction of motion of a test stimulus. If the inhibition is divisionlike, we would expect to see the greatest net loss in the number of spikes per second when the movement is in the preferred direction, and a decreasing loss as the direction is moved away from the preferred direction.
To test this prediction, we measured directional tuning curves with and without 64 dots moving in the antipreferred direction in an interleaved block of trials. Representative results are shown in Figure 14 . As can be seen in this figure, the function with dots in the antipreferred direction is predicted by a simple division factor on the function obtained for the single surface. We also obtained results from the relatively rare Vl cells that showed suppression by using a higher dot density in the antipreferred direction; these, too, showed similar effects.
Discussion
Relationship to previous work Most physiological investigations of visual function have concentrated on the response of neurons to discrete small stimuli within their classical receptive fields. However, more recently, these studies have been extended so that the test stimuli are placed in the context of a more complicated environment, which may extend well beyond the classical receptive field (for review, see Allman et al., 1985b) . Allman et al. (1985a) have shown that for many MT cells of the owl monkey the response to a bar or a dot pattern moving within the cell's receptive field can be suppressed by the addition of a surround moving in the same direction, and some cells can be facilitated by the surround moving in a d@-ent direction. The present experiment differs from that of Allman et al. (1985a) in that our two patterns are coextensive and the effects can be produced entirely within the classical receptive field. Hence, our result that the response to the preferred movement is suppressed by movements in a different direction (the opposite result to Allman et al., 1985a) does not contradict, but complements the results of Allman et al. [1985a; see also Tanaka et al. (1986) for similar results in area MT of macaques, and Hammond and MacKay (198 1) and Hammond and Smith (1983) for similar results in cat striate cortex].
Hoffman and Distler (1989) recently reported testing neurons in the nucleus of the optic tract in the pretectum and the dorsal terminal nucleus of the accessory optic tract with stimuli made by superimposing two oppositely moving random dot patterns. The two neurons they examined fired less to the twopattern stimulus than to either of the individual patterns alone, a result comparable to our results in area MT. The percept of the casual observer of our combination stimulus is of two transparent surfaces drifting through one another (Clarke, 1977; van Doorn et al., 1985) . The formation of the percept of two surfaces must be achieved purely on the basis of the motion information available in the display, as all other cues such as color and form have been deliberately removed.
Computational models Much recent effort has been applied in attempting to produce algorithms that calculate the "optic flow field" (Fennema and Thompson, 1979; Horn and Schunk, 198 1; Hildreth, 1984; Heeger, 1987; Uras et al., 1988; Yuille and Grzywacz, 1988; Btilthoff et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1989) . These algorithms follow the general principle of calculating a local velocity component at each point in the image (as in the primary motion-detection stage), and then smoothing or averaging the resultant field (as in the motion-integration stage) on the premise that the velocity in most parts of the image will be varying in a gradual manner (some algorithms perform these operations in discrete stages, while others do this simultaneously). These algorithms account well for some known properties of human motion detection, for example, motion capture (MacKay, 196 1) and cooperativity (Chang and Julesz, 1985; Williams et al., 1986 ) but have difficulty when velocity changes sharply, such as at the juncture between objects (though some models have suggested solutions to this problem; Hutchinson et al., 1988; Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990 ). These models cannot handle transparent motion stimuli because a smoothing or averaging operation demands a single answer at each point in the image. Indeed, with our opposed motion stimuli, the smoothing operation would result in no computed motion whatsoever. These models are not the only ones that fail under conditions of motion transparency. For instance, the models of Reichardt (1961) and Adelson and Bergen (1985) both involve a stage at which motions of opposite direction are subtracted from one another (for details, see Adelson and Bergen) thus eliminating any response to our transparent stimuli. Some models (e.g., Watson and Ahumada, 1985) employ an OR gate between opposite directions; again, this excludes motion transparency.
These computational algorithms work in two stages: (1) measuring the local velocity components and (2) spatially integrating these measurements. It is therefore tempting to consider the hypothesis that the two areas we recorded from (Vl and MT) are the physiological counterparts of these stages. The relative lack of suppression in Vl suggests that these cells act like directional filters, extracting their preferred movement from the two-surface stimulus. Thus, within V 1, there would be a group of neurons signaling one direction of motion, and another signaling the other direction of motion. As the interactions between these groups are weak, they could be active at the same time and represent the two directions of motion present in the stimulus. This segmentation of the two directions of motion into two populations allows more than one local motion vector to be represented at each point in space, something current computational models do not allow at their output stage. Second, this segmentation might allow smoothing or averaging operations to be applied separately to each of the populations, hence providing a mechanism for representing optic flow fields that are not inherently unique at each point in the image. Such a technique has been recently shown to enhance an algorithm for The spontaneous rate is also shown as the straight line. The greatest suppression occurs at o", when the cell would be most active.
computing structure-from-motion for a transparent rotating cylinder (Ando et al., 1990) . The cells within area MT, on the other hand, produced a far greater response to their preferred direction alone than when it was presented as part of a transparent motion stimulus. Hence, these neurons do not act as simple directional filters. The strong interactions seen in this area may be indicative of a spatial integration of the local velocity signals arising in Vl, and as such, MT is a strong candidate area for the spatial integration operations of the computational theories (Wang et al., 1989) . It should be noted that MT could represent the subtraction stage proposed by Adelson and Bergen (1985) if the subtraction is approximated by a division.
Psychophysics
From the above results, we can make some clear predictions concerning the perception of transparent motions. If motion thresholds are governed by the actions of cells in V 1, we should expect that single motion surfaces would be almost as detectable as when this motion is embedded in a transparent motion stimulus. However, much evidence points to MT being an area important for the perception of motion. Lcsioning this area results in considerable elevations of thresholds for detecting motion in random dot patterns (Siegel and Andersen, 1986; Newsome and Part, 1988) ; the action of single neurons seems well correlated with the perceptual thresholds of the monkey (Newsome et al., 1989) ; and many psychophysical motion thresholds are in accord with the known properties of this area (Baker and Braddick, 1985; Golomb et al., 1985; Mikami et al., 1986b; Newsome et al., 1986; Snowden and Braddick, 1990) . This predicts that a motion surface will be more detectable when presented on its own than when this motion surface is embedded in a transparent motion stimulus, because of the inhibition prevalent within MT. Recent psychophysical evidence supports this idea by showing that movements in orthogonal directions reduce the upper displacement limit for apparent motion (Snowden, 1989 (Snowden, , 1990 . The upper displacement thresholds may be processed in MT, which has larger receptive fields compared to Vl and is consistent with greater inhibition in MT. Further, motions of opposite directions (as in the stimuli we used) can increase the observer's contrast threshold for detecting movement (Mather and Moulden, 1983) and reduce the ability to see correlated movements (Lappin and Kottas, 198 1) when compared to a single surface (see also Sutherland, 1961; Moulden and Mather, 1978; Watson et al., 1980; Stroymeyer et al., 1984) . All these authors interpret their results in terms of inhibitory interactions between different directions of motion, which we now suggest arise within area MT. In this context, we should point out that, even though MT neurons respond less to transparent motion than to motion in their preferred direction alone, each of the two moving surfaces still activates a separate subpopulation of neurons (though the neurons' firing rates are on average reduced by 40%).
Further psychophysical work has involved changes in the perceived direction of motion of a stimulus when two directions are superimposed (Marshak and Sekuler, 1979; Mather and Moulden, 1980) or when a single direction is viewed after prolonged inspection of a pattern moving in a somewhat different direction (Levinson and Sekuler, 1976; Mather, 1980) . These authors also interpret their results in terms of inhibitory interactions between different directions of motion (Mather and Moulden, 1980) . Several studies of structure-from-motion perception using random dot stimuli indicate that the visual system can interpolate three-dimensional surfaces from sparse motion data (Siegel and Andersen, 1988 Husain et al., 1989; Treue et al., 199 1) . In these experiments, the stimuli were transparent hollow rotating cylinders. A recent computational model of three-dimensional structure-from-motion perception that uses surface interpolation and accounts for the results of these studies requires that the two surfaces present in the stimulus be segregated first and then smoothed (interpolated) individually for the structure-from-motion computation (Ando et al., 1990) . Our data indicate that Vl would be able to perform such a surface segregation based on the opposite direction of motion of the front and back surface. MT, while dampened in its response by the transparent stimulus, might still be sufficiently activated to perform the smoothing and interpolation needed for the extraction of surfaces for perceiving structure from motion. Figure 7 demonstrates that the addition of stationary and dynamic noise to the preferred direction of motion reduces the response of the cell, but that this reduction is not as great as that caused by the opposite direction of motion. This is in accord with psychophysical findings that show that stationary and dynamic noise reduces subjects' ability to report direction of movement, but does not compromise this ability as much as coherent movement (Snowden, 1989) . Such stimuli also activate many cells in areas V 1 and MT. If, as suggested above, these cells that are activated then send inhibitory signals to cells that have different direction selectivity, then the overall effect upon a cell that is responding to its preferred direction of movement will be a reduction of its response (Snowden, 1989) . These results are therefore easily accounted for under the current theoretical framework. Also of great interest are recent reports of patients who have received damage to a brain area thought to be a human analog of area MT. The addition of small amounts of stationary or dynamic noise to an otherwise coherently moving pattern completely masked the motion for these patients (Vaina et al., 199 1; Baker et al., 1990) . Similar effects have been observed in strobe-reared cats (Pastemak et al., 1990) . This suggests that the inhibitory interactions that we demonstrate in area MT may play an important role in reducing noise.
The aperture problem If a straight moving contour is viewed through a small aperture, its direction of movement can only be estimated to within 180 (Wohlgemuth, 19 1 I)-the so-called aperture problem. A possible solution to this problem is to have each oriented contour provide a "line of constraint" for the possible motion, and thus two or more such contours will provide a solution to the aperture problem through their "intersection of constraints" (Adelson and Movshon, 1982) . Individual neurons could, in theory, respond either to the motion of each orientated contour (component motion) or to the overall movement of the pattern (pattern motion). Movshon et al. (1985) have examined this issue using plaid patterns (the superimposition of two sine-wave gratings). They found that all Vl cells respond in a component fashion, whereas a substantial number of MT neurons respond in a pattern fashion (see also Rodman and Albright, 1989) . Movshon et al. (1985) interpret this result as suggesting a twostage motion process: extraction of the motion perpendicular to the oriented contours, followed by a nonlinear computation of the intersection of constraints (psychophysical evidence is also provided to support this claim). How this nonlinear computation might be achieved is not suggested. Btilthoff et al. (1989) have, however, demonstrated that a computational model, involving a two-stage process not dissimilar to that suggested by the present data, simulates human performance when presented with the aperture problem. Their model is similar to the one suggested here in that it involves a local motion measurement followed by summation and competition between different directions of motion. Indeed, they tentatively identify the first step with area Vl neurons and the summation and competition stages with area MT. The only major difference between their model and the present model is that the competition stage in their model is "winner-take-all," whereas we suggest a divisionlike inhibition that does not necessarily produce a "winnertake-all" answer (see also Yuille and Grzywacz, 1989) .
All area MT cells we recorded from showed a suppressive effect (see Figs. 4, 5) and thus do not fall readily into two classes that could correspond to the component and pattern types of responses. However, from the data provided by Movshon et al. (1985) there appears to be a continuum rather than two discrete classes. The issue of the relationship between "pattern versus component" and "degree of suppression" therefore requires a more exhaustive and detailed study before a statement can be made. It should be noted, though, that the basis for the distinction between pattern and component cells is the ambiguity inherent in plaids made from gratings, because the aperture problem prevents the determination of the direction of motion of a grating. This is not the case for random dot patterns, and thus two random dot patterns moving in different directions never cohere.
Motion segmentation Psychophysical studies have demonstrated that objects can be segmented on the basis of motion information alone (Braddick, 1974) . The large receptive fields of area MT suggest that boundaries defined by motion alone might appear blurry and poorly defined. However, perceptually these borders are very crisp. In the same vein, area MT neurons were shown to be suppressed by motion borders, as they were by the transparent stimulus. Thus, it would appear that the detection of motion borders is signaled by cells in another visual area. It is possible, however, that a lack of activity would be interpreted as a border, because the population image in area MT would be of cells signaling two directions of movement away from the border and much reduced activity would be present on the border. A similar suggestion was made by Grzywacz and Yuille (1990) on theoretical grounds. It is also possible that the nonclassical surround of MT cells described by Allman et al. (1985a) , which often facilitate responses from the classical receptive field when movement is in the opposite direction to the surround, could make MT sensitive to motion borders.
Models of direction selectivity
There are many models of how a neuron might achieve a difference in its response when the same pattern is moved in different directions. One of the most influential models was put forward by Barlow and Levick (1965) after experiments on retinal ganglion cells of the rabbit. They found that flashing a single test bar within the receptive field elicited a response from the neuron, but the response to this test bar disappeared if another conditioning bar was presented immediately before and to one side of the test bar (thus mimicking the antipreferred direction of motion). If the conditioning bar was presented on the other side of the test bar (thus mimicking the preferred direction of motion), the response to the test bar did not disappear. They concluded that the directional response of the bar was achieved due to the first bar causing an inhibitory signal to be passed in one direction (the antipreferred), thus vetoing any response in this direction, while leaving the response to the other (preferred) direction unaffected. Such a model predicts that the addition of the antipreferred direction onto the preferred direction (our twosurface stimulus) would cause many inhibitory signals to be generated, which would reduce the response to the preferred direction. We found very few Vl cells that were affected in this way, and this raises the possibility that the mechanism whereby primate V 1 neurons achieve directionality is not the inhibitory veto mechanism of the rabbit retina.' One possibility consistent with our findings in Vl would be a facilitatory mechanism, a mechanism considered by Barlow and Levick (1965) , but that was inconsistent with the rabbit retina cells. Here, the conditioning bar would not cause inhibition in the antipreferred direction, but would send a facilitatory signal in the preferred direction. If the Barlow and Levick model can be considered as an AND-NOT operation, the facilitatory model can be considered as an AND operation (though an analog version seems more likely). Such a mechanism would respond equally well to the preferred direction stimulus in the single-and two-surface conditions, just as many of the Vl neurons do.
The question of the mechanism of directionality has been considered many times in many species, and it is worth a brief review of the findings to put our hypothesis in context. Many models can be considered variants of the Reichardt detector (Reichardt, 196 1) developed from consideration of the fly's visual system. They have three qualities: (1) two inputs separated in space, (2) an asymmetry between the inputs so that different directions of motion cause different responses, and (3) an interaction to compare these two inputs (for review, see Borst and Egelhaaf, 1989) . The Reichardt detector has a multiplication as its interaction, and multiplications can be achieved by either inhibitory or excitatory mechanisms (Tori-e and Poggio, 1978; Koch et al., 1986; Grzywacz and Koch, 1987) . In cat striate cortex, there is ample evidence for an inhibitory mechanism from experiments that are conceptually similar to that of Barlow and Levick (1965) Ganz and Felder, 1984; Emerson et al., 1987; Baker and Cynader, 1988) and from pharmacological manipulation of the inputs to a neuron (see Sillito, 1979) . However, other authors have reported somewhat contradictory results. Douglas et al. (1988) failed to find any large conductance changes in area 17 neurons in cat, which are predicted by the veto model (the socalled "shunting inhibition"; Poggio and Koch, 1987) . Movshon et al. (1978) repeated the Barlow and Levick (1965) two-bar interaction experiments on complex neurons of cat striate cortex and found evidence for facilitatory interactions rather than inhibitory ones. Hence, it appears that both facilitatory and inhibitory mechanisms exist in this species. While we have suggested that many primate Vl neurons might use a facilitatory mechanism, it is clear that there may be some inhibitory mechanisms, too. More direct experiments are required to reveal the relative importance of the two mechanisms. A possible reason for the use of facilitatory mechanisms is that an animal with only inhibitory mechanisms would, in principle, not see transparent motions.
Barlow-Levick-type experiments have also been performed in area MT of the alert macaque (Mikami et al., 1986a) . They found evidence for inhibitory interactions in every neuron, and also for facilitatory interactions in most neurons. Our results are in accord with these findings. Do, then, the inhibitory interactions we found correspond to the workings of a BarlowLevick-type veto operation? We have reason to suspect not. The inhibition sent in the antipreferred direction of Barlow and Levi&s (1965) model is caused not by movement in the antipreferred direction, but simply by the presence of a pattern at all. Hence, the addition of a stationary or dynamic noise pattern should reduce the response of MT neurons as effectively as movement in the antipreferred direction. We found this not to be the case. The addition of stationary or dynamic noise did reduce the response to the preferred direction somewhat, but the reduction was considerably smaller than that elicited by the ' Grzywacz and Amthor (1989) have argued that even in the rabbit retina direction selectivity is formed by a nondirectional inhibition and a directional facilitation.
antipreferred direction. Second, if the inhibition of the BarlowLevick model is confined to specific subunits within the receptive field [as suggested by Barlow and Levick (1965) and by Ganz and Felder (1984) ], then splitting the motions into discrete sections should eliminate the suppressive effect. The suppressive effect was found to weaken under these conditions for the shear stimulus (see Figs. 8, 9) but was certainly not eliminated.
If we reject the Barlow-Levick-type inhibition as a candidate for the suppressive effects shown in area MT, what is the mechanism? One candidate mechanism is that the inhibition stems from competitive interactions between neurons with different preferred directions of motion, a notion with strong psychophysical (Levinson and Sekuler, 1976; Marshak and Sekuler, 1979; Mather and Moulden, 1980, 1983; Julesz, 1984, 1985; Williams et al., 1986; Williams and Phillips, 1987; Nawrot and Sekuler, 1989; Snowden, 1989; Snowden and Braddick, 1989 ) and computational foundations (Grzywacz and Yuille, 1990) .
Comparison with other species Our results point to two stages of processing of motion information in monkey cortex. An extraction of the motion energy in each direction at each point in the image (performed in Vl) is followed by an interaction between directions of motion (evident in the response of MT neurons). Other species face similar demands in their environments, and it may therefore be the case that a similar strategy for motion computation will be evident in other species. Of course, the visual systems of other species vary immensely in their anatomy, so the site of these operations will be displaced relative to the monkey.
In the rabbit, directionally selective cells can be found as early as the retinal ganglion cells (Barlow et al., 1964) . Levick et al. (1969) performed an experiment similar in conception to those reported here on these cells. They found that the response to a spot of light moving in the cell's preferred direction was unaffected by the addition of a second spot moving in the null direction. However, if the same test was performed on the directionally selective cells of the rabbit LGN, a strong inhibitory effect was found. Thus, the response of the rabbit retinal ganglion cells appears to mimic monkey Vl cells, and those of rabbit LGN mimic those of monkey MT.
The Hl neuron of the fly is believed to gain its directionally selective responses from the pooling of small field units termed "elementary motion detectors" (for review, see Franceschini et al., 1989 )-a two-stage process. The properties of each stage can be isolated by recording the response of the H 1 neuron to widefield movement (the second, pooling stage) or to the same stimulus behind a narrow slit that eliminates pooling and thus isolates the elementary motion detectors (the first stage). Egelhaaf et al. (1990) measured the activity of both stages with and without the application of GABA agonists (GABA is a neurotransmitter thought to underlie inhibitory interactions : Bormann, 1988) . They found that the response of the first stage was unaffected by GABA agonists, whereas the second, pooling stage was affected. Thus, the first stage of motion processing in the lly does not appear to use GABA inhibition, whereas the second stage does. This appears to parallel our results of a lack of inhibitory effects at the first stage of motion processing in the monkey (V l), but the presence of inhibitory effects at the second stage (MT). Further, the action of GABA is thought to produce a shunting inhibition (Grzywacz and Koch, 1987; Schmid and Btilthoff, 1988) , which would appear as a divisionlike operation (see below).
In the cat, directionally selective cells are first found in the striate cortex. Kaji and Kawabata (1985) have performed an experiment similar to ours on complex cells in cat striate cortex. While no information is given concerning the population as a whole, it is clear that some cells show a suppression of the response to their preferred direction when a stimulus of a different direction is superimposed. These cells resemble our MT cells, and the Vl cells that showed a suppressive effect. The relative strength and abundance of the suppressive effect in cat and monkey striate cortex may well be different, with the monkey showing a much smaller effect (or fewer cells) than the cat. Gulyas et al. (1987) have shown that the response to a moving bar is suppressed by texture background patterns moving in the same direction in 55% of cat striate neurons, but a similar effect is observed in only 10% of monkey striate neurons (see also Orban et al., 1987) . It therefore appears that some aspects of motion processing that occur in striate cortex of cats are delayed until MT in the monkey. Hence, the response to a bar can be suppressed by background texture in area MT , especially in the layers not receiving a direct projection from V 1, that is, outside layer IV (Lagae et al., 1989) . Our results are consistent with the findings that many of the interactions required for this suppressive behavior are performed on cells in area MT rather than those in area V 1.
From these data, it appears that there are strong parallels in the way motion is processed between very different species, though the location of each stage of processing may be very different.
The nature of the inhibition Inhibitory influences are widespread throughout cortex (Eccles, 1969; Benevento et al., 1972) and have already been shown to play a major role in shaping the response properties of neurons tuned to the orientation of a stimulus (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Rose, 1977; Sillito, 1977 Sillito, , 1979 Tsumoto et al., 1979; Burr et al., 198 1; Morrone et al., 1982; Kaji et al., 1983; Ferster, 1986; Ramoa et al., 1986; Ferster and Koch, 1987; Bonds, 1989) . One major question concerns the computational operation that inhibitory synapses perform. Blomfield (1974) suggests that two basic operations can be performed, depending upon the site of the inhibitory synapse (soma or dendrite) and their relationship to the site of excitatory innervation. One operation involves the linear addition of IPSPs and EPSPs and appears as a subtractive factor on the cells' output, whereas the second operation involves shunting away the excitation flowing toward the soma and appears as a division factor (in the limiting cases). Our results (Figs. 12, 14) show that the expected response to a single direction alone is reduced by addition of the antipreferred direction in such a manner that the expected output is divided by a constant factor (for a constant antipreferred stimulus), provided the response is not saturated. Increasing the strength of movement in the antipreferred direction increases this factor (Fig. 12) . These results therefore favor the notion of a divisionlike inhibition (occurring before response saturation).
Divisionlike inhibition
The notion of a divisionlike action of inhibition is not new. Various cellular models have considered the neurotransmitter GABA to play such a role in the nervous system (Dreifuss et al., 1969; KmjeviC, 1974; Torre and Poggio, 1978; Grzywacz and Koch, 1987; Schmid and Btilthoff, 1988) . Its action is thought to create low-resistance pathways through the cell membrane, which acts to short-circuit some of the current flowing toward the soma. Thus, recording intracellularly, its effects would not be seen as IPSPs; hence, it has often been referred to as silent or shunting inhibition (Tori-e and Poggio, 1978) .
Divisionlike inhibition has been previously demonstrated in cat striate cortex by experiments comparing the response of neurons to single bars or gratings and when two such patterns that differ in orientation are superimposed. It therefore appears that these interactions are important in the analysis of contours and spatial pattern (Mot-r-one et al., 1982 (Mot-r-one et al., , 1987 Ramoa et al., 1986) . Rose (1977) has further shown that application of GABA agonists reduces orientation selectivity (see also Sillito, 1977 Sillito, , 1979 and that the reduction in response is proportional to the strength of the expected response (before application of GABA agonist), thus pointing to a divisionlike operation. Similar divisionlike interactions have also been suggested for interactions between oriented contours for human vision (Morrone and Burr, 1986; Burr and Morrone, 1987) . Dean et al. (1980) also showed divisionlike inhibition between opposite directions of motion. They measured responses of cat area 17 neurons as a function of contrast for stimuli drifting in the preferred direction and found that the addition of a second grating moving in the antipreferred direction caused the function relating contrast to response to rise more gradually, but that the contrast threshold for a response did not change. This result is similar to our findings in area MT of the monkey.
Overall view of motion processing Our results suggest that there is a motion stream through the primate cortex that is organized in a hierarchical fashion. Area V 1 appears to extract motion energy in each direction at each point of the image, and then MT combines these estimates through inhibitory interactions. Thus, V 1 could provide the basis for segmenting the image, whereas the interactions in MT may serve to ease signal-to-noise problems (Snowden and Braddick, 1989) and to smooth across motion estimates (Treue et al., 1991) .
